An interesting letter has recently been published in this total micropore volume of the solid, the thermal expansion Journal by Lodewyckx and Vansant [1], introducing the coefficient of the adsorptive and its molar volume in the idea of an affinity coefficient for water with respect to liquid state. G(1 1 1/n) is the tabulated 'Gamma' function, benzene, the usual reference in Dubinin's theory. This which takes values between 0.89 and 0.92 when n varies concept is valid for carbons with relatively low oxygen from 1.5 to 5. This means that the enthalpy of immersion contents, where the water adsorption isotherm is of type V depends essentially on the characteristic energy E 5 bE . is only a fraction of the total enthalpy of immersion. with active carbons containing variable amounts of oxygen From Eqs. (2) and (3), it follows that the enthalpy of and basic groups. The starting point is the DA equation immersion of a given adsorptive can be calculated from the [3, 6] parameters of the DA isotherm. A good agreement has n been found for a variety of liquids [2, 3] . Table 1, 
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o and corresponds to a Dubinin-Astakhov equation, as Since active carbons also possess an external (nonshown earlier [2, 3] . microporous) surface S , the experimental enthalpy of is only a fraction of the total enthalpy of immersion. with active carbons containing variable amounts of oxygen From Eqs. (2) and (3), it follows that the enthalpy of and basic groups. The starting point is the DA equation immersion of a given adsorptive can be calculated from the [3, 6] parameters of the DA isotherm. A good agreement has n been found for a variety of liquids [2, 3] . As shown elsewhere [3] , the enthalpy of immersion of a may also be regarded as an excess enthalpy of immersion microporous carbon into a liquid whose vapour is adsorbed with respect to the contribution arising from the nonaccording to Eq. (1), is given by specific interactions, as used previously [5] ). Adsorptives with no specific interactions can be used as Published in Carbon 38, issue 3, 475-477, 2000 which should be used for any reference to this work oxygen content [O] of the surface can be as high as 7 due to the non-specific interactions only and the factor mmol / g. This means that the bulk of the specific interac-3.84 5 (1 1 a T 
tions, reflected by Dh (H O) , is due to interactions with 2 6 6 i 2 spec
From the combination of Eqs. (3) and (6) HCl], the sum of the surface oxygen (mmol / g) and the
HCl milliequivalents of basic sites (meq / g). Consequently, where c 5 4.03xb(H O). appears that the term in square brackets is equal to 1 2 In order to test the present model, the data given in 2 0.01xS and therefore relatively small. Calculations e Table 1 has been fitted to Eq. (9), as shown in Fig. 1 . The based on the data of Table 1 arbitrary exponent n around 4 (The latter is suggested by experience [2] ). Since E depends on the average microo pore width [3] , the corresponding water isotherm also reflects the structural properties of the carbon. However, when the oxygen content increases (typically beyond 2.5 to 3 mmol / g for industrial carbons), the isotherm is gradually modified by the appearance of an initial section of type I [11, 12] . This change and the increase in the enthalpy of immersion reflect the strong influence of the specific interactions in the case of water, as opposed to the case of short alcohols [5] . Eq. (10), which is based on the enthalpies of immersion, has the advantage that it provides a reasonable estimate for the affinity coefficient of water b(H O) and the specific when the oxygen content increases, the water adsorption The average specific interaction is -9.960.7 Joules per isotherm is modified under the influence of the specific mmol of oxygen or milliequivalent HCl.
interactions, which are reflected in the experimental enThe affinity coefficient of water found here is in good thalpy of immersion. The exact correlation between Eq. agreement with the value of 0.060 given by Lodewyckx (10) and the isotherm is being investigated and results will and Vansant [1] . On the other hand, the average specific be presented in due course. interaction energy is somewhat smaller than the earlier estimates. It should also be pointed out, that no reliable results could be obtained from an equation of the type 
